Alternative news/food for thought, discussion & research:
Introduction For Context: (personal circumstance & inspiration you're welcome to skip)
On March 19th I posted this update on Facebook. It basically stated that my fiance (an “at-risk
patient” due to a heart condition) had spoken with nurses and doctors, and received news that they had
discovered that the virus which she had experienced in late December/early January, which they had
been unable to identify at that time, was now confirmed to be COVID-19.
Both her home nurse, and medical staff at Sutter Hospital (including nurses and Dr's) had also
conveyed that it wasn't as serious as people were claiming. They had reviewed the numbers coming
from China and gotten information on how they were treating it there, (dosing with Vitamin-C and
sending people home): and that it was No More Deadly Than Normal cold and flu viruses.
In response, many people commented and multiple discussions started. A few (not in my circle
of friends) accused me of lieing, others (included a few internet “friends”) said that what I was saying
was dangerous, and that I shouldn't be sharing that information publicly, as it might lead to people
deciding not to follow recommended precautions.
I received this response repeatedly on various social media sites I posted this to, and one of my
friends responded saying “if people base their decisions on what someone else posts, that says more
about their intelligence than the poster”. While agree; this isn't about opinion, it's about facts.
As someone who used to work in the legal profession, I can tell you that my fiance's
statements are first-hand eye witness testimony: considered credible and admissible as evidence if
she went to court over the matter. My reporting of it is no less valid than a journalist, let alone a
newscaster.
"In a time of universal deceit, telling the truth is a revolutionary act." ~ George Orwell
In a society where fear/paranoia, irrationality, ignorance, slander and bigotry are commonplace;
simply sharing the truth we heard from actual medical staff is apparently revolutionary as well. Some
of the responses I received were actually likely prosecutable as slander, defamation and/or libel as well.
It was a real mess.
This inspired me to spend much of the next month, sometimes 8-10 hours a day, hunting down
evidence and witness testimony to further explore what's really going on, for the sake of my own
family as well as the population at large.
This level of intense research is nothing new for me. Like Graham Hancock, I have spent
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unhealthy amounts of time doing research, especially for articles, classes and books I have been writing
over the last decade. While I now practice a healthier time/rest balance than I have in the past; I still
practice rare techniques which allow me to get more rest in less time. This of course allows me a lot of
time for my research.
With an extensive global network and a background in both technology and legal matters, it
wasn't hard to pull together a substantial amount of credible information and witness testimony. As I
write this introduction, having only pulled information from two of the many social media platforms
through which I had shared some of the key pieces of information, I now have more than eight pages of
content.
I don't ask you to take my word for it. I ask you only to review the evidence, and decide for
yourself what to believe and act on, making an informed rather than an ignorant decision for you and
lovedones.
I present this information for your review in the same manner as we have seen any court case
presented in movies and TV shows. Here is credible information and evidence, including first-hand
witness testimony admissible in court.
Doctors and other scientists
have reviewed the actual
documentation and testified to the
inaccuracy of the story the
mainstream media and
representatives from the WHO and
the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases (NIAID).
Both lawyers and scientists,
including doctors from MIT and
other reputable world
organizations, have not only called
the “official story” a lie/hoax; but
have publicly called for Faucci's
resignation, investigation and even
prosecution for crimes against
humanity.
This list includes Dr. Ron
Paul and R.F. Kennedy Jr. who is the
head of a legal defense organization
protecting the rights and health of
children, called Children's Health
Defense.
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CV Research Compilation:
Anonymous Warns Citizens Of The World About Coming Global Lockdown
How did they know if this wasn't a planned event?
If you believe the media is "free press", you might want to hear what a U.S. General says about the
matter. Is the media really freely reporting accurate news, were we lied to about 911:
General of all American Intelligence 911 was a fraud!
BUSTED! CBS CAUGHT Using FALSE Footage to Push Crisis Narrative to SCARE You!
Think for yourself and be careful... NOT paranoid; fear disrupts your health and your ability to
think clearly... but review the bigger picture and choose wisely who's hands to put your life (and
those you love) in.
This is not to say anything negative about medical staff: they are only doing what they've been taught.
We know many nurses and some doctors who are great, who want people to know the truth, but have to
be careful what they say because most states have adopted laws which literally prohibit them telling
you what they know; especially about natural healing plants like Aloe Vera: despite over 20 years of
FDA testing verifying thousands of years of medical claims from use in every major culture around the
world in which it grows.
Drug companies have controlled our medical system for over 100 years thanks to corrupt rich
profiteers, primarily Rockefeller who got Homeopathic medicine outlawed and facilitated the takeover
of the modern medical system by his drug companies.
Doctors who refused to go along with his corrupt agenda were imprisoned for using healing technology
developed my Nikola Tesla, technology well-proven and used by most doctors at the time, similar to
what you see on Star Trek.
So, I say again, be careful in who's hands you place your life.
For those of you who still trust the medical system and haven't read the famous article, here's the
documentary...

Death by Medicine a film by Gary Null
Dr. Mercola agrees, and created his own documentary, follow-up articles & posts:
Mercola.com's Death by Medicine (2014)
Medical Errors: STILL the Third Leading Cause of Death

Data on Serious Hospital Errors Will Now Be Withheld from the Public
Over 1200 studies which indicate that we are being lied to, and vaccines are not safe
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Robert Kennedy Jr & Ron Paul Come Out Against Fauci & Gates | Armst...
Former Rep. Ron Paul: Trump should fire Dr. Fauci, 'fraud' leading coronavirus response
As of 19 March 2020, COVID-19 is no longer considered to be a high consequence infectious disease
(HCID) in the UK.
However, quarantine measures seem to continue. Isn't that interesting...

Corona: if they lied then, why wouldn't they lie now?
A Good Overview Set:
We have found two good journalistic (actual news backed by real research) overview presentations
about what's really going on.
1. David Wilcock in The Great Pandemic 3 YouTube video
a) Starts 54:02in and ends at 1:12in so it's an 18min segment which goes into research into
Illuminati activity after that; so you'll probably want to stop the video and return to this
document, as the video is several hours long and goes into much more detail than most
people can handle in one sitting https://youtu.be/tM3tCnLDPVw?t=3242
2. London Real interview with journalist (actual news backed by real research) David Icke
a) The Coronavirus Conspiracy: How COVID-19 Will Seize Your Rights & Destroy Our
Economy

CV Research Continued:
"Dr Andrew Kaufman M.D. discussing his findings around C-Pandemic. Detailed information about
the testing being used along with specific information on how the C-Pan. is nearly identical to
exosomes and what he believes is going on.
I encourage everyone to watch this and notice how your news media or government is not providing
the public with this much detailed information. The more you know the better decisions you can make.
The less you know the more you follow blindly." - Amber LaMascus
2 hour presentation on COVID-19
Fraudulent CDC Practices to inflate the death toll numbers!!
1. TEST RESULTS NOT REQUIRED
2. DOES NOT HAVE TO BE UNDERLYING CAUSE OF DEATH
COVID-19 should be reported on the death certificate for all decedents where the disease caused or is
ASSUMED to have caused OR CONTRIBUTED to death.
Dr from MIT blowing the whistle on the scam being perpetrated by the organizations people trust for
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their news and health alike, the real global agenda! One of the best and most famous medical experts
speaking out
EXCLUSIVE: DR. SHIVA EXPOSES FAUCI, BIRX, GATES, AND THE W.H.O. COVID-19
ENDGAME
Another piece of the puzzle: EXCERPT: 2019 new coronavirus (2019-nCoV) infected pneumonia,
namely severe acute respiratory infection (SARI) has caused global concern and emergency. There is a
lack of effective targeted antiviral drugs, and symptomatic supportive treatment is still the current main
treatment for SARI.
Vitamin C Infusion for the Treatment of Severe 2019-nCoV Infected P...
The Ibuprofen Debate Reveals the Danger of Covid-19 Rumors
“Here is our list of twelve medical experts whose opinions on the Coronavirus outbreak contradict the
official narratives of the MSM, and the memes so prevalent on social media. “
12 Experts Questioning the Coronavirus Panic
Example: "The King is naked"
How Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg sees the current Corona pandemic...
EXCLUSIVE: Top Doctor EXPOSES EVERYTHING The Deep State Is Trying T...
Former doctor trainer, professor from Stanford University and many other notable universities, now
international medical trainer and educator, special guest educator to the U.N. speaks out
"People Need To Know What's Really Going On!" Dr. Bruce Lipton
Interview with Dr. Boyle who created the legislation which is supposed to protect us from these
technologies/bio-weapons, and apparently has been blackballed for calling the government out on not
enforcing it! Dr. Francis Boyle - Coronavirus is a Bioweapon 26FEB20
He's the head of a "health" agency which illegally funded the lab which created this virus in the first
place as a front for the Obama Administration; who paid 3.8mil to MOVE this research from America
to China, Years After This Research Was Made Illegal in the United States of New Rome/Nazi
Germany!! THEN HE CLAIMED NOT TO KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT IT!!!
Congressman CONFIRMS Dr. Fauci’s DARK SECRET He’s Been Hiding From ...
The estimated numbers were a lie!
Hoax: an act intended to make somebody believe something that is not true, especially something
unpleasant - Oxford Dictionary
YES, the "Official Story" is a HOAX!!
BREAKING! FAUCI, BIRX are FINISHED! This NEW Study Just DEMOLISHED ...
Was the CDC the criminal mastermind behind the coronavirus outbreak?
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Dangers of Vaccines:
Children's Health Defense post April 11 at 6:30 AM on Facebook:
“Why are the world's top vaccine promoters, like Paul Offit and Peter Hotez, frantically warning us
about the unique and frightening dangers inherent in developing a coronavirus vaccine?
Scientists first attempted to develop coronavirus vaccines after China's 2002 SARS-CoV outbreak.
Teams of US & foreign scientists vaccinated animals with the four most promising vaccines. At first,
the experiment seemed successful as all the animals developed a robust antibody response to
coronavirus. However, when the scientists exposed the vaccinated animals to the wild virus, the results
were horrifying. Vaccinated animals suffered hyper-immune responses including inflammation
throughout their bodies terminating with fatal lung infections. Researchers had seen this same
"enhanced immune response" during human testing of the failed RSV vaccine tests in the 1960s. Two
children died.
Offit, Hotez and even Anthony Fauci (in an unguarded moment), have warned that any new
coronavirus vaccine could trigger lethal immune reactions when vaccinated people come in
contact with the wild virus. Instead of proceeding with caution, Fauci has made the reckless choice to
fast track vaccines, partially funded by Gates, without animal studies (that could provide early
warning of runaway immune response). Gates is so worried about the danger that he says he won’t
distribute his vaccines until governments agree to indemnify him against lawsuits. On Feb 4th
2020, when there were only 11 active CV cases in the USA, the U.S. quietly pushed through Federal
regulations giving coronavirus vaccine makers full immunity from liability.
Are you willing to take the risk?
2012 Study: Immunization with SARS coronavirus vaccines leads to pulmonary immunopathology
on challenge with the SARS virus
Federal Register giving liability protection, The PREP Act
How to Kill 15% of the
population – Bill Gates!!
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https://www.ted.com/talks/bill_gates
Here's a site that lists over 100 various links to videos and articles BY DOCTORS and PhD's that
support the viewpoint that vaccines (particularly the number and questionable quality of vaccines)
today are unhealthy. Thanks to Jason Christoff for compiling all this great information into one place!
Medical Doctors and PhD Scientists Speak Out Against Vaccinations

Possible 5G connection?
Introduction to the science and danger behind modern wireless information technologies
Resonance: Beings of Frequency (FULL DOCUMENTARY)
Woody Harrelson Says 5G May Be Tied To Coronavirus Pandemic
Let's see what a UN staff member has to say on the subject of 5G, shall we?
UN Staff Member 5G Is War on Humanity
5G is just the tip of the iceberg
Notes under the above video^
5G is coming, and people are worried. Well, should we be?
To answer that question, we need to know what studies have been done on the safety of microwavefrequency digital radio transmissions.
We need to look at WiFi, Bluetooth, 3G, and 4G studies, as well! After all, much of the concern about
5G is based on the results of those studies.
It turns out that there ARE a ton of studies out there that indicate that yes, it looks bad.
Of course, there is also the SAR "heating effect" argument, which is part of the problem as we'll see...
Now, as bad as this stuff sounds, the fact is we need more studies - or rather, a thorough, long-term
study with control groups, the proper consideration of other toxins, and so on.
In short, we need a continuation of the studies mentioned in these papers. At the moment, that seems
unlikely to happen.
So, there you have it: Why I don't like to use and be saturated in WiFi, Bluetooth, and cell phone
signals! (Sourced from Universities of Washington and Berkley)
1. Wi-Fi is an important threat to human health
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0013935118300355
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2. Various, including: 5G Wireless Technology: Is 5G Harmful to Our Health?
5G Wireless Technology: Is 5G Harmful to Our Health?

What's Really Going On?
Actor-Producer Kevin Sorbo is urging Americans to “Wake up” and see the dangers and hypocrisy of
how “the State” is exploiting the coronavirus pandemic to grab power and limit freedom.
Actor Kevin Sorbo: ‘Wake Up People,’ When the State Does These Thin...
Freedom and Transparency Issues:
• Government Transparency Violations
• Information/Mind Control Through Censorship
• Scientific Free Speech Violations
• Politically-Motivated Travel Restrictions
• Unchecked Surveillance & Privacy Violations
• Increased Reliance on Social Media Platforms
Medical staff and scientists, as well as journalists and other members of the populous around the world
are being silenced and punished for speaking out about these very dangerous decisions being made
without proper education, research and oversight. Governments, including the U.S., are hiding from,
rather than being transparent with, their citizens. Activists are being punished for exercising their
human rights.
Dr. Andrew Kaufman, Dr. Rashid Buttar and many other expert medical scientists have been banned
from social media platforms for sharing information which goes against the few people trying to
control what we think and how we deal with this supposed “Pandemic”, which these doctors claim they
haven't even proven legitimate! Many more have been censored, bu the full list would take too long to
compile and you'll review many of the best pieces of evidence as you continue on.
Ronald Reagan on Government and the people
Ronald Reagan Interview on The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson ...
It has become obvious that we can't trust our own government representatives and the agencies
supposedly created to protect us.
Bill Barr Announced Indictments” In Deep State’s Crossfire Hurrica...
Think what you want, but if you're not seeing the censorship and asking what they're afraid of that they
would violate freedom of speech and freedom of the press and many other human rights, you're not
paying attention.
If you think it's just "the Democrats" or "Republicans", you're not seeing the big picture either. It's over
10x bigger than that.
Both "parties" were designed to be pit against each other, and the supposed representatives of both
parties are now banding together to the shock of their followers, and showing their true colors.
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It's not about the parties, it never was; it's about the agenda they're all following from someone else
higher up the pyramid (scheme).
Gullible people think multi-level marketing is a pyramid scheme, but if done correctly it's a path to
financial success. This is the Real pyramid scheme that tops all of the rest throughout history.
People talk about "Conspiracy theories", but they don't even know the definition of the word let alone
what to do with the concept. Every "collaboration/coalition/group effort" is by definition a
conspiracy! The only question is: Is what they're conspiring to accomplish beneficial to the public, or
not?
What's going on right now is the biggest/most globally-united coordinated effort of THE real pyramid
Scheme in human history. Slap "Cabal/Deep State" or whatever name/label on it you want, a rose by
any other name...
The banned evidence they don't want you to hear, which has lead to the public funding an independent
record-breaking interview with David and other censored researchers and scientists streamed to a
million people at once! People are finally standing up for their freedom of speech and desire to think
for themselves!
The Coronavirus Conspiracy: How COVID-19 Will Seize Your Rights & D...
(CNSNews.com) -- In a statement released to the public on Friday, the sheriff for Racine County,
Wisc., explained that state law regarding the coronavirus does not supersede the Constitutional rights
Wisc. Sheriff: I Won't Assist in Destruction of Businesses or Peopl...
A clue, Sherlock, just a taste:
OUT OF SHADOWS OFFICIAL
For more details of what has been going on in the U.S. Over the last few years, we recommend that you
check out this compilation of evidence! One of the best I've seen! It starts out about Trump, but just
wait; that's where the trail starts to be shown. It goes much farther.
There are also many more links listed under this video on the site which we haven't had time to review
yet. You're welcome to take a look and watch what you're interested in.
Trump, Q & Qanons vs Deep State The Storm Notable Deaths Lists
Trump appears to have just disenfranchised the Federal Reserve Bank and given currency control back
to the Treasury! This is the best thing to happen to our financial system in the last century! If you don't
know why, google America: Freedom to Fascism and watch the documentary. No More Monopoly
Money!!
https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-03-27/federal-reserve-s-financial-cure-risks-beingworse-than-disease
To understand what Trump just did with The Fed, I suggest watching this documentary. There is
a bigger picture to all of this. I suggest you look over my other posts to gather the rest of the pieces of
the puzzle and put together the greater perspective of what's going on.
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This is not to say that I completely trust or agree with everything Trump or the government is
doing. I don't completely trust everything anyone does. We are all imperfect humans, with Egos,
weaknesses, flaws and blind-spots.
I believe in taking back the functions of the government from private hands, and I believe in
complete transparency. Nothing less will satisfy me. I do not give loyalty to artificial groups or
organizations. My loyalty is to humanity.
Organizational and national boundaries are imaginary human constructs. They can be beneficial,
but if we lose sight of their illusory nature we become susceptible to holding an artificially limited
perspective and loyalty to an imaginary construct.
The government is a public trust organization of servants, NOT our rulers. We are the
beneficiaries of that trust. The only power others hold over us is that which we give them!
America: Freedom to Fascism By Aaron Russo
We have been hearing rumors for around a decade, but this DOES appear to be a global coordinated
tactic to bankrupt the elites.
https://old.nasdaq.com/article/crude-oil-prices-crater-as-saudi-arabia-kicks-of-a-price-war-cm1294814
Further information on the history of the quiet hostile takeover of our country over the last century or
two:
G. Edward Griffin: The Creature from Jekyll Island - Book Discussion
Full presentation
The Creature from Jekyll Island
The Thrive Documentary: The results of an investigation into what's really going on behind the scenes,
from inside the 1%
What happens when the children of the 1% find out what's going on? Some rebel, and make their own
documentary on The One Percent
Michael Moore Presents: Planet of the Humans | Full Documentary
Some of the most detailed and in-depth compilations of evidence come from The Zeitgeist Film Series

Hope for us all:
“The United States will not take part in the launching of a global initiative on Friday to speed the
development, production and distribution of drugs and vaccines against COVID-19, a spokesman for
the U.S. mission in Geneva told Reuters.”
U.S. says will not take part in WHO global drugs, vaccine initiativ...
The people are fighting back!
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National Coalition Against Censorship - NCAC’s mission is to promote freedom of thought, inquiry
and expression and oppose censorship in all its forms.
The Virtual First Amendment Classroom – Help people learn about their rights
London Real, one of the media creation companies banned for interviewing a journalist sharing
information which contradicts the “official narrative” is lead by a man who doesn't take violation of our
rights and freedoms lightly. In response, he turned to the public to help him create a solution.
The DIGITAL FREEDOM PLATFORM was born "Of the People, By the People, For the People"
Raising well over $1 MILLION in project funds in just a couple weeks, not only are they interviewing
banned scientists and investigators and creating an independent media platform, but they're also going
to court to fight for these basic human rights in the EU.
Both citizens and businesses have been protesting the “lock-downs”/house arrest mandates of state and
federal governments as abuses of power enforcing unsubstantiated, unreasonable and detrimental
measures which violate our constitutional rights.
Calls for ARREST and investigation of Fauci and Bill Gates as Crisis CRUSHES Economy:
•

Drs. Buttar, Shiva & Mikovits BLAST Gates, Call to ARREST Fauci as Crisis CRUSHES
Economy

•

The Obama Administration funded the Wuhan Laboratory testing the Corona Virus

•

Judicial Watch files lawsuit seeking Dr. Fauci, WHO records

•

'Bill Gates is continuing the work of Monsanto', Vandana Shiva tells FRANCE 24

In Summary:
There's a lot going on. As much as we have covered here, we have actually collected many more
articles and videos full of evidence on the matter, but we don't want to overwhelm you.
Despite censorship, information abounds. Independent media platforms, alternative news
agencies and courageous journalists willing to take the heat for sharing evidence which goes against
what we're told to believe abound online. Many such sources have been presented here, and many more
are available.
The point of all this was not to be a presentation of the complete picture, but rather to give you
more than enough information and sources of further information: for you to educate yourself and
make informed decisions about who to trust, what to believe and how to move forward.
By Natural/Civil/Divine Law, as intelligent adults; it is your right to decide for yourself and
those in your care how to live your lives. As long as you do not intentionally harm anyone, you have a
right to live as you please.
In private organizations, you have the right to the same freedoms. State and Federal Laws do
not necessarily apply. This is how some co-op organizations are able to sell raw, non-pasteurized milk
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and other natural foods claimed unsafe by organizations funded by the same elite families who own
the drug companies and 85% of world companies AND GOVERNMENTS.
We highly recommend that you educate yourself on your rights and freedoms, and dedicate
yourself to standing up for them, before “The Elites”/Deep State/Illuminati (they are known by many
names around the world) take them away just as THESE SAME NAZI FAMILIES did in Germany.
As Svali revealed years ago, the leaders of the Illuminati are Nazis.
Declassified documents on Operation Paperclip: The CIA and the Nazis have proven, as
outlined in detail in the Zeitgeist movies referenced previously: that these are the same families
behind the Nazi party and WW2, and much more of the world's conflicts going back all the way to
ancient Rome. This is nothing new.
...But again, it is up to you what to learn and believe. Just remember; what you don't know can
kill you and those you love. Do not fear, but educate yourself so that you can make an empowered
decision.
Knowledge is powerful. Without knowledge, which brings understanding: you can't make an
informed decision; and can easily be manipulated. This is the purpose of “the dumbing down of
America”, as some call it. We hope that you are smarter than they think we are.
We wish you happiness, peace and health.
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